OPTIMED Platform: Curriculum Harmonisation System for Medical and Healthcare Education
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Abstract. This contribution introduces a new web-based OPTIMED platform for an effective harmonisation of medical and healthcare curriculum. Behind the engineering background stays an original methodology covering planning model based on formal parameterisation of curriculum, which fully support the outcome-based approach to education. With the use of developed system curriculum, designers and senior guarantors can provide a clear and transparent composition of compulsory and optional courses, and easily identify potential duplicities and overlaps across a domain of medical and healthcare education. For students, it means an absolutely new way of how to understand what is really taught during a learning period, including all necessary meta information. All members across the academic community are able to search and consequently display in detail the most important domains related to the particular year, term, course, medical discipline or topic. The presented solution significantly enhances the transparency and continuity of the environment in which the authors of the teaching materials as well as their consumers work daily. Suggestions for future improvements of the OPTIMED platform are discussed.


Introduction

In most cases, the use of various multifunctional virtual learning environments to manage different aspects of academic daily activities fully satisfies the need for effective teaching and learning process [1]. Despite that, many higher education institutions (HEIs) have been continuously pushing through the essential role of high-quality curriculum management, particularly in medical and health care education, because medicine does not allow any gaps and undesirable duplicities in the knowledge obtained during studies, and any error in practice may lead to fatal consequences.

Generally, curriculum management systems are characterised as online interfaces directly connected to others local institutional databases that allow transparent proposal, creation, revision, approval, audit and assessment of established curricula. Existing solutions published so far [2–8] are focused on the curriculum only from
a certain perspective, offering the agenda together with selected functionalities and making the efforts to provide them to students and teachers of the respective institution in a well-arranged form. It seemed that existing systems, alone or in combination, were far from ideal, primarily due to a complex structure of curriculum, innovative assessment methods, and controlled vocabulary. What can be done to meet global HEIs requirements and provide curricula more transparent and simplified? Within this context, we decided to propose own methodology based on the outcome-based concept of education [9,10] including the development and implementation of modular system for medical and healthcare curriculum harmonisation.

1. Methods

In accordance with approved paradigm of learning outcomes as a fundamental building block of education [11], we have designed and implemented an original methodological model, which opens the possibility of reforming the curriculum structure effectively, as all elements are available in the form of parametric description.

We have adopted ideas from object-oriented programming and blended them with ideas from semantic data modeling and knowledge representation into a modeling framework that is more powerful than traditional techniques such as data flow diagrams or structured analysis [12]. We have applied the Unified Modeling Language notation (UML) [13], in collaboration with senior curriculum designers we carefully identified a list of top-level requirements and all basic features of the proposed system, and transformed them into a set of static and dynamic models such as use case, activity or entity-relationship diagrams. The final proposal of the curriculum data composition and its linking can be implemented without any restrictions within any database technology.

We have adopted Extreme Programming methodology [14], which is a popular framework in agile software development. It allows an easy adaptation with new and frequently changing requirements in compliance with cost reduction and code transparency. The web-oriented architecture runs on the most-used and widespread web servers – either an Apache server or a Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS). We use Linux/Ubuntu and Windows Server operating systems for well-proven performance. All the tools were developed with the use of PHP (version 5.3.10), XHTML, CSS 2, JavaScript, AJAX and PostgreSQL database. We have also acquired the services of third party frameworks, such as jQuery (JavaScript library used for easier development of web-centric technologies), CKEditor (WYSIWYG text and HTML editor designed to simplify website content creation) and DHTMLX components (JavaScript grid control provides powerful data binding, and fast performance with large data sets) [15]. As the proposed system was intended primarily for academic staff (students, teachers and faculty management), the 3rd party authentication and authorisation services provided by eduID.cz federation [16] was employed.

2. Results

This cutting edge solution has been implemented into the practice in the OPTIMED (Optimisation of Medical Education) project [17] at the Faculty of Medicine of
Masaryk University. The primary objective is not a radical change in learning or teaching, but rather exploratory mapping of the current state of the General Medicine curriculum with a prospect to innovations towards a more transparent educational environment [18]. The authoring team, consisting of more than 320 curriculum designers, guarantors and supervisors of General Medicine, proposed a set of fundamental knowledge and skills known as GMER (Global Minimum Essential Requirements). It means 144 courses covered by 1365 learning units, including the definition of all obligatory parameters and 7053 learning outcomes, which say what students are expected to know, understand and/or be able to demonstrate at the end of a period of learning, typically as a graduate.

We have proposed a planning model for curriculum management and harmonisation, which shows how the methodological background is implemented into the iterative reform process by using the OPTIMED platform. It includes: (i) Setting up the composition of curriculum in accordance with metadata conceptual model (Figure 1). (ii) Definition of the learning outcomes (requirements on the graduate from the selected field) based on a predefined structure in an online environment including formal and semantic verification. (iii) Vertical harmonisation covering verification and further discussion within the individual module under supervision of the responsible guarantor. (iv) Horizontal harmonisation based on follow-up discussions across all modules under the management of supervisors. (v) Evaluation of all available content with the use of multidimensional standardised assessment forms. (vi) Creation of educational content according to the defined learning outcomes.

![Figure 1. Simplified conceptual data model of the fundamental attributes (from individual courses down to the level of the learning units and particular learning outcomes) [18].](image)

The introduced platform provides a graphical user interface for medical and health care curriculum metadata creation and editing in three basic modules: the Learning outcome & Learning unit registers – comprehensive tools for easy curricula management, and the Curriculum browser – a user-friendly tool for transparent browsing as well as fast and accurate searching. Moreover the Monitoring service as an internal tracking component was integrating, because a detailed statistical overview above the daily portal traffic is needed from the perspective of sustainability and long-term development. Below the OPTIMED module summary including essential functionalities is described.
Learning outcome register provides a management of learning activities (learning outcomes in accordance with Bloom’s action verb taxonomy, assessment methods, 3-level indexing covering group outcomes, name and semantic indexes, grid component for browsing, advanced filtering, smart rendering and evidence of editing).

Learning unit register provides a management of learning units (course affiliation, teaching intensity and typology, responsible teachers and supervisors, importance and description of units, tree structure of significant terms, MeSH keywords, recommended printed and e-learning resources, feedback option, grid component for browsing, advanced filtering, smart rendering and evidence of editing).

Curriculum browser offers global browsing tool including advanced filtering and search result customisation.

Monitoring service contains internal user behaviour tracking system and up-to-date statistics measurement.

3. Discussion

The presented solution can be used for the potentially perpetual process of specification and subsequent upgrades in a medical and healthcare curriculum at a higher educational institution. The OPTIMED platform presented in this study serves demonstrably the purpose of an outcome-based medical education through the adequate management of its curriculum. Nevertheless, the fast changing pace of healthcare, the need for perceiving the complexity of the medical curriculum and transform it into a flexible and interoperable tool, urge for further actions towards the platform’s improvement.

These fundamental reasons pushed us to think about a new original system, which was developed serving primary needs but with the ability to be expand and become an enterprise platform as healthcare demands change instead of using a commercial one.

We have adopted Extreme Programming paradigm, which is a popular framework in agile software development. Based on a list of top-level requirements, which were identified during object–oriented analysis, a modular structure was proposed. Each independent module provides a separated functionality according to its practical use and systematically supports global methodological background. The developed portal platform is precisely tailored to the complicated needs of curriculum harmonisation.

Now, we are able to enhance a management of medical and healthcare curriculum.

A first step towards the desired improvement involves the mapping of the medical curriculum [19] which will allow understanding better its structure and support further improvement-based actions in different directions [20,21]. Additionally, having a structured base will allow taking actions towards the interoperability of the OPTIMED platform through the careful investigation, adoption and implementation of health professions curricula standards [22] in order to effectively create a communicable medical curriculum between different educational settings with ultimate purpose to promote healthcare education comparisons in both national and international levels. This sequentially will enable the application of analytical methods through data mining techniques used successfully to obtain insights from structured data in order to extract information in terms of reporting, in interest of different groups of stakeholders like teachers, directors and students of medical education and for different kinds of
purposes like evaluation and validation of ongoing medical education according to healthcare demands. In terms of future anticipations, further machine learning processing and analysis of well-structured curriculum data stored in the OPTIMED and mining novel and potentially useful patterns are challenging.
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